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a b s t r a c t 

Remotely sensed imagery is being increasingly used for the development of the earth observation satellites 

to investigate human activities, to monitor environmental changes and to update existing geospatial data. 

The ordinary pictures are difficult to process automatically by computers but can be easily interpreted by 

humans. The most significant step is how to get anticipated information from the images and how to con- 

vert these images into useful data for further studies. The key objective is to satisfy an algorithm claiming to 

be efficient in large size image processing includ enhanced processing efficiency, finding correlation among 

data, and extracting continuous features. To achieve these objectives in the setting mentioned above, we 

propose a real-time approach for continuous feature extraction and detection in remote sensory earth ob- 

servatory satellite images to find rivers, roads, and main highways. Deep analysis is made on the ENVISAT 

satellite mission s datasets and based on this analysis the algorithm is proposed using statistical measure- 

ments, RepTree machine learning classifier, and Euclidean distance. The system is developed using Hadoop 

ecosystem to improve the efficiency of the system. The designed system consists of various steps including 

collection, filtration, load balancing, processing, merging, and interpretation. The system is implemented on 

Apache Hadoop system using MapReduce programming with higher efficiency results in a massive volume 

of satellite ASAR/ ENVISAT mission datasets. 

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Digital image processing is becoming a hot topic these days be-

cause of its various applications in security, medical healthcare, agri-

culture, entertainment and fun, area monitoring, etc. Digital image

processing is the use of computer algorithms on digital images to per-

form image processing. This technology is widely used for the image

morphology, feature extraction, segmentation, rendering, and pat-

tern recognition [1–4] and many other digital image operations. Vari-

ous research also works on image processing aspect of H264/AVC [5–

9] such as, in edge detection, deblocking filter, and motion estimation

in H264/AVC. Moreover, Feature extraction is the most widely used

part of the image processing that can be used for many application

such as, security and authentication, object detection, and pattern

matching, etc. In practice, two types of feature extraction (feature se-

lection) methods are used, i.e., type I and type II. Type I feature ex-

traction methods mainly focus on the finding of original parameters

from the scratch for feature extraction while type II feature extraction

method is used to optimize the accuracy of a feature set by removing
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nconsistent features [10] by given set of features. Also, Type II also

sed to discover a subset of features associated with optimal identi-

cation accuracy [11] . Simpson et al. do well at this in the article Ge-

etic & Evolutionary Type II feature extraction for periocular-based

iometric recognition [12] . 

Remotely sensed imagery is being increasingly used for the de-

elopment of the earth observation satellites to investigate human

ctivities, to monitor environmental changes and to update existing

eospatial data [1,13] . The ordinary pictures are difficult to process

utomatically by computers but can be easily interpreted by humans.

he most significant step is how to get anticipated information from

he images and how to convert these images into useful data for dif-

erent further studies. Moroever, the processing of larger size images

r large datasets of thousands of satalite images in an efficient man-

er is also a key challenge [14] . 

The continuous features extraction such as roads, river, and high-

ays detection through satellite image is very valuable and efficient

or most of the urban planning application. Very few work has been

one in the field of continuous natured feature extraction using satel-

ite image processing. The painted lane markings that exist in the

ost urban roads, in campus sites or in the comparable environ-

ents of the theme parks, industrial estates and science parks may

ot be easily discernible by closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras

ecause of bad weather conditions, poor lighting and insufficient

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.sysarc.2015.11.006
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aintenance. Similar is the case with the river as well. The existence

f pavements or curbs is the important feature of roads or rivers on

ither side defining the boundaries. For the implementation of au-

onomous navigation or driver assistance systems, the curbs that are

arallel to the roads can be harnessed to extort useful features of the

oads. 

Due to the fact that the use of vision image data is a difficult task

or the extraction of the curbs or features of the road edge as curbs

re not perceptible in the vision image. Favorable and heuristic light-

ng and extensive image processing requires to extract the curbs from

he camera image. A laser range measurement system is one of the fa-

orable for obstacle detection and depth range measurement under

oor lighting, bad weather condition with its best features of the low

ast of an alternative to millimeter wave radar system. The significant

ise has been observed in the use of laser range measurement sys-

em for an autonomous navigation task in the past several years [15–

2] . However, the major domain of their use has been in indoor en-

ironments [17–22] . Laser range measurements systems have found

ome of the common tasks of obstacle detection [15,16] , map building

21,22] , navigation [17,18] , and localization [19,20] . 

However, to keep the properties of rivers in mind, they are long in

ength and geometrically smooth. These particular attributes can give

dvantages to most algorithm to construct a river network. River find-

ng, river tracking, and river linking are three typical stages of river

xtraction. To search the potential river pixels, this methodology is set

ith in a river window. When creating consecutive river points, the

ocal properties like magnitude and direction are accounted. Contin-

ous and smooth groups of river seeds are linked together to produce

ifferent lengths of segments once the river points are found. Finally,

he river segments with longer length are selected as a piece of river

n the river linkage stage to form a river network. 

Therefore, based on the aforementioend needs, this paper

resents an efficient mechanism that detects the continuous features

n the images (such as river) using statistical computations, Euclidean

istance, and machine learning approaches. To gain the more effi-

iency of the system, the system is implemented on the parallel en-

ironment of Hadoop server. The Hadoop has distributed file system,

.e., HDFS and distributed programming language MapReduce, which

ave the capability to process large size and a large amount of images

sing parallel tasking on the same dataset. Moreover, the proposed

ystem divides the whole process into various steps to increase the

fficiency of the detection mechanism, which includes collection and

ltration, segmentation, processing, and merging. 

The rest of the paper describes the background and related work

n Section 2 . Section 3 demonstrates the details of the datasets used

or analysis and tested. Section 4 presented the analysis and discus-

ion based on which the proposed system is developed. The proposed

ystem details are given in Section 5 . While the evaluation is done in

ection 6 . Finally, the conclusion is made in Section 7 . 

. Background and related work 

Remote sensing technology has opened a new way of the data col-

ection era. Automated image processing has reduced human labor

nd became a desired outcome to increase the efficiency of extract-

ng information. Roads are the one of the most critical components of

he landscape while considering continuous feature extraction. That

s why automated road extraction from remotely sensed imaginary

as become a vigorous research topic. 

In the past two decades, a variety of road extractions approaches

as been explored in which most of them were developed using

anchromatic images. Some reviews are done by Zlotnick et al. [23]

nd Xiong [24] . There are two fundamental principles: local and

lobal strategies on which the approaches are based. For the local

trategy, by means of examining the neighborhood pixels surround-

ng the target pixel, each pixel is separated by ‘road’ or ‘background’
ixel mainly. The edge enhancement techniques are the most popular

echniques to find the road edges. For the global strategy, the partic-

lar characteristics of the roads are taken into account to filter the

esults from a local edge enhancement. 

The local strategy is the first step that corresponds to the road

nding the stage by seeking the road candidates. The road gray val-

es will show a peak or valley shape when roads crossing from one

ide to another side. The roads are linear features on the image with a

ertain width. Therefore, morphological operations or particular de-

igned filters, conventional edge filters by Fischler et al. [25] and Ge-

an et al. [26,27] are working to detect potential road candidate. 

Though, the roads always systematically appear as the surround-

ng background, whether it is brighter or darker. Some of the factors

ay affect the road intensity on the images like atmospheric condi-

ions, sun angle and background structure. To find the road points,

he more complex hypothesis of the road attributes along with crite-

ia are considered to improve the road finding procedures as with the

nly local filters there may produce undesired points or segments.

oad seeds are used in the follow on road tracking and the road link-

ng processing after the road finding the step. 

Although, some of the research has been done by a various re-

earcher in continous feature detection such as roads and rivers.

ruen et al. used dynamic programming for road extraction from

erial and satellite images [28] . Veit and his research companions

29] used systematic approach to evaluate algorithms for extract-

ng road marking features from images. Similarly, in paper [30] ,

roggi proposed a system for the road boundaries extraction from

arious images taken in an out-of-town environment. In addition,

ome of the limited work is also done with respect to river features

31,32] . Moreover, related concept is also found in [33–36] which also

ives a picture of feature extraction in videos as well. However, these

echanisms are not suitable for processing large images such as sat-

alite images or large images dataset containing thousands of images.

oroever, most of the existing workings are not particularly devel-

ped for all type of continuous feature extraction, such as River de-

ection. On the other hand, the satellite product or images are an es-

ential part of such type of feature extraction. Therefore, in this paper,

e are proposing an efficient mechanism to extract the continuous

eatures, taking Rivers as a use case, to overcome the efficiency limi-

ations of previous feature extraction techniques. Because of the par-

llel processing nature of Hadoop ecosystem, we use Hadoop server

ith MapReduce programing to gain efficiency while working on

arge image or images dataset. The larger size images are efficiently

rocessed by our system by dividing the image into blocks and pro-

essing them in parallel. The higher accuracy is achieved by apply-

ng statistical methods, machine learning (REPTree classifier), and Eu-

idean distance. The rest of the section describes the whole details of

he system. 

. Dataset and tools used for analysis and evaluation 

Datasets are taken from European Space Agency (ESA) [37] for

nalysis and testing that contain various earth observatory satellite

roducts by monitoring different locations on earth. Two main satel-

ite sensors’ data, i.e., Advanced Synthetic Apertures Radar (ASAR)

nd medium resolution imaging spectrometer (MERIS), of ENVISAT

ission, is taken for analysis as shown in Table 1 . ENVISAT was work-

ng and monitoring Earth from approximately 800 km above the sur-

ace [38] . Different types of products that are subjected to the area

overed are examined, such as, Sea area, Land area, Ice area, etc. as

hown in Fig. 3 . ESA monitored products contains satellite image data

f various countries, such as, European Countries i.e., Italy, Greece,

pain, Morocco, Poland, Canada, African countries i.e., South Africa,

auritania, etc. and USA as well. In the mentioned Figure, Product10

overed the area of Ice, Land, and Sea from Canada, Product 7 contains

he data from the Sea and Land area in between of Spain and Morocco,
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Table 1 

Datasets details. 

Mode Mission/sensor Capturing date Area overed Country Absolute orbit /phase.cycle 

Product 1. ASA_APM_1PNPDE20 0910 07_025628_0 0 0 0 0 0432083_0 0118_39751_9244 

Size: 23MB mode: AP mode medium resolution image capturing date: 07-OCT-2009 2:56:29.3974 

Area covered: Sea and Land Country: Vietnam Absolute Orbit /Phase.Cycle: 39751/2.83 

Product 2. ASA_APM_1PXPDE20 020819_0930 08_0 0 0 0 0 06220 08_0 0394_02452_0 0 09 

Size : 33MB mode: AP mode brows image capturing date: 8/19/2002 9:30:08 

Area covered: LAND Country: Poland and Germany Absolute Orbit /Phase.Cycle: 2452 /2.08 

Product 3. ASA_GM1_1PNPDE20100415_224615_000004102088_00345_42483_4425 

Size: 9.4MB mode: GM mode image capturing date: 15-APR-2010 22:46:21.294 

Area covered: Sea and Land (Forest, Desert) Country: Western Sahara, Mauritania 

Absolute Orbit /Phase.Cycle: 42483 /2.88 

Product 4. ASA_WSM_1PNDPA20 050331_075939_0 0 0 0 0 0552036_0 0 035_16121_0775 

Size: 55MB mode: Wide swath mode image capturing date: 31-MAR-2005 07:59:36.4091 

Area covered: Sea and Land Country: Cape town, South Africa 

Absolute Orbit/Phase.Cycle: 16121/2.36 

Product 5. ASA_WSM_1PXPDE20021117_104431_000000672011_00180_03741_0009 

Size: 67MB mode: Wide swath mode image capturing date: 17-NOV-2002 12:58:52.00 

Area covered: Sea and Land Country: Spain absolute orbit /Phase.Cycle: 3741 /2.11 

Product 6. ASA_APS_1PXPDE20 020819_093043_0 0 0 0 0 0 0720 08_0 0394_02452_0 0 0 0 

Size: 497MB mode: AP Mode SLS image capturing date: 19-Aug-2002 09:30:43 

Area covered: Land Country: Poland Absolute Orbit /Phase.Cycle: 2452 /2.8 

Product 7. MER_FR__1PNUPA20 030723_105132_0 0 0 0 0 0982018_0 0223_07291_0388 

Size: 166MB mode: Not obvious capturing date: 23-July-2003 10:45:43 

Area covered: Land and Sea Country: Spain and Morocco Absolute Orbit /Phase.Cycle: 7291 /2.18 

Product 8. MER_FRS_1PNPDE20 060822_092058_0 0 0 0 01972050_0 0308_23408_0 077 

Size: 663MB mode: Not obvious capturing date: 23-April-2010 07:38:17 

Area covered: Land and Sea Country: Tunisia, Libya, Greece, Italy 

Absolute Orbit /Phase.Cycle: 23408 /2.50 

Product 9. MER_RR__1PNPDK20030813_175754_000026132019_00027_07596_4557 

Size: 42MB mode: Not obvious capturing date: 13-August-2003 18:13:39 

Area covered: Land and Sea Country: USA: 7596 /2.19 Absolute Orbit /Phase.Cycle 

Product 10. MER_RR__1PNRAL2010 0426_154828_0 0 0 0 03662088_0 0498_42636_0 0 01 

Size: 78MB ode: Not obvious capturing date: 26-April-2010 15:48:28 

Area covered: Land, Ice, Sea Country: Canada Absolute Orbit /Phase.Cycle: 42636 /2.88 
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whereas, Product 9 and product 1 is from USA and Vietnam. Table 1

shows detailed information about the datasets used in our work, such

as, the product name, image mode, mission, capturing date and time;

the area covered, monitored country, size in MB, the absolute orbit of

the satellite, the phase and cycle as well. Finally, all the products of

almost 1.7GB size combine to test the system on larger datasets. 

EnviView, Beam, and Nest [39] are three popular tools that provide

visualization and understanding of ESA Earth Observatory (EO) prod-

ucts. While understanding and performing a basic analysis of prod-

ucts, we use EnviView 2.8.1, Beam VISAT-5.1, and Beam Nest 5.1. For

our complex analysis, Hadoop provides an efficient solution through

parallel programming and divide-and-conquer facilities [40] . Hadoop

2.3.0 with Map Reduce Java programming is used for algorithm devel-

opment using divide and conquer mechanism. 

We developed and test the proposed algorithm to extract the fea-

tures of the river on corei5 3.20 GHz × 4, UBUNTU 14.04 local ma-

chine with Hadoop single node setup having 4GB RAM and Gallium

0.4 on AMD OLAND graphics. 

4. Image analysis for continues feature extraction 

The main focus of the analysis is on ENVISAT/ASAR EO products

especially Product1 since ASAR Product1 has more and diverse na-

ture of Rivers as well as diverse covered areas, such as, Sea, and small

lakes, city, etc. Initially, the satellite image data is taken from Mea-

surement Dataset (MDS) portion of the product. Keeping in view the

continuous behavior of the Rivers, statistical analysis, and pixel value

distribution is made for exploring the properties, pattern and behav-

ior of Rivers in the satellite image. We calculated the overall statistical

measurements of the products, such as, the mean value of all the pixel

values, the diversity and variation in the values to find out the nature

and quality of the image data. While exploring overall statistics of

various products, we identified that the Product2 has more records
ince the image quality might be lower due to its overall low mean

nd standard deviation values. It might also be the case that it covers

ome of the dark areas, such as Forest. 

In the next stage of analysis, we explore pixel view of different

mage blocks having the different area covered by considering Am-

lititude_HH band of products. We observed that all the river’s pixels

ook similar and having a continuous nature as shown in continu-

us black pixels in Fig. 1 (c and d). Land image blocks with no river

ave different pixel view than pixel view of the block with the river

s shown in Fig. 1( a) and (c). Since the pixel values of the block, with

o river, are quite similar (low S.D), therefore, the difference between

he mean value of the pixels of the block and the mean value of the

ixels of any sub block of that block is very low. 

Pixel value distribution of several image blocks, such as, Land

lock with no River, Sea block, and Land block with one river, and

wo blocks that have only one river are also inspected. The distribu-

ion among pixel values is quite low for all river pixels as shown in

ig. 2( a) and (b). Only a few pixels in those blocks have the values

bove 600 and below 400, which results in a minimum mean value.

he distribution of image blocks having no River, either Land or Sea

lock, is entirely dissimilar from River block as shown in Fig. 2( c and

). Pixel values range from 10 0 0 to more than 30 0 0 in case of Land

lock with no River and from 2700 to 3500 for Sea block. Land blocks

hat have Rivers are also examined on pixel value distribution. The

ean value and pixel distribution of the River portion in the Land

lock are different from the other part of the block from pixel 61 to

21 as shown in Fig. 2( c). It is also apparent that the pixel values of the

iver portion have minimum difference among themselves as com-

are to the other portion of the image. 

Considering the fact of greater mean difference between River

ixel values and overall block pixel values, the analysis have been per-

ormed on mean difference between blocks and sub blocks by consid-

ring 10,0 0 0 pixels image blocks, which also have one or more River
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Fig. 1. Pixel view of different image blocks. 

Table 2 

Statistical measurements of river classified blocks by SVM in Product 1. 

Block Block size (no. of 

values) 

No. of rivers in 

block 

Mean value of rivers 

pixels Mean_R 

Mean value of the 

overall block Mean_B 

|Mean_B −Mean_R| 

1 10,0 0 0 2 541 2125 1584 

2 10,0 0 0 1 451 1615 1164 

3 10,0 0 0 1 3850 2458 1392 

4 10,0 0 0 1 950 1459 509 

5 10,0 0 0 2 639 1843 1204 
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n the blocks. Table 2 clearly shows that the absolute difference be-

ween the mean value of river sub block and the mean value of the

omplete block is very high as shown in the last column of the table.

he difference for block 4 is bit lower as compare to other blocks due

o river thickness and its existence in the populated city area. 

. Proposed system 

Based on the exploration and analysis made in the previous sec-

ion on earth observatory images, a system is proposed to extract

he continuous features, especially rivers exist in the earth obser-

atory satellite images. The proposed system includes the complete

mplementation model and the algorithm. The proposed system con-

ains various phases including data collection, filtration, segmenta-

ion, processing, merging, and the interpretation. The implementa-

ion model is depicted in Fig. 3 , which has various units for each

hase. The first unit is the collection unit that handles collecting

nd aggregation data. Filtration unit filters the necessary informa-

ion from datasets and sends it to the Hadoop ecosystem. Next is the

adoop ecosystem unit, which is the core unit of the system, respon-

ible for the key processing of data. Finally, the interpretation unit

ses the results generated by Hadoop ecosystem to extract the con-

inuous features from the satellite image. 

.1. Collection unit 

This is the collection point or the ground station of the satellite

hat receives data from the space station. It does some preprocess-

ng to remove noise from the data that occurs due to the air pollution

ases and other interferences in space. Normally the data collected
rom remote areas are not to be considered in a format for the analy-

is. Therefore, it also converts the satellite received data into a proper

tructure form, which can be understandable and can be processed

y the normal computer machines. The proper structure of the prod-

ct captured from Envisat mission is shown in Fig. 4 . There are lot sub

atasets in a single satellite product. Some of them are: 

(1) Main Product Header (MPH): includes the products basis infor-

mation, i.e., id, measurement and sensing time, orbit, informa-

tion, etc. 

(2) Special Products Head (SPH): contains information specific to

each product or product group, i.e., the number of datasets De-

scriptors (DSD), a directory of remaining datasets in the file,

etc. 

(3) Annotation Datasets (ADS): contains information of quality;

time tagged processing parameters, geo location tie points, so-

lar, angles, etc. 

(4) Global Annotation Datasets (GADs): contains calling factors,

offsets, and calibration information, etc. 

(5) Measurement Dataset (MDS): contains measurements or 

graphical parameters calculated from the measurement in-

cluding quality flag and the time tag measurement as well. The

image data is also stored in this part and is the main element

of our analysis. 

.2. Filtration 

The filtration is the second step to drag out the useful information

rom the fundamental resources to achieve more efficiency. Some of

he data might be imprecise and we have to deal with it too that is

ar away from reality. As we are more interested in image part of the
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Fig. 2. Pixel value distribution for different image blocks. 
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satellite product and in Envisat ASAR satellite product, the MDS con-

tains the image data, therefore, filtration unit only filters MDS dataset

from the whole product, as highlighted in Fig. 4 . You can perceive, a

small portion of the whole product is filtered out, all other unneces-

sary data is discarded, results in increasing efficiency. 

5.3. Hadoop ecosystem 

Hadoop ecosystem has the ability to process very large datasets

in an efficient manner. It has the distributed programming language

called MapReduce to process the data stored in distributed Hadoop

data nodes. Hadoop also has distributed file system called HDFS,

which stored large dataset on to various data nodes by dividing it

into chunks to achieve parallelism. This distributed processing and
istributed storage make it possible to process very large images in

 near real-time manner. Here, in the proposed system, we do all

ain processing including segmentation, computations, and result

n merging by Hadoop. At segmentation step, the whole image is

egmented into blocks so that these blocks can be processed in par-

llel to generate results. In our river detection scenario, the image

locks are simply dividing into fixed size of blocks, as shown in Fig. 5 .

ach block is represented by the subscripts i and j where i represents

he row and j represent the column number of the block. Each seg-

ented block is then processed by computing statistical parameters

nd machine learning algorithms to extract water features in each

lock. Fig. 6 shows the image matrix, which is divided into blocks and

hen each block is divided into sub blocks. The gray color represents

he sub block, which has water, means it might be the part of some
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Fig. 3. Implementation model. 

Fig. 4. Envisat generated dataset structure. 
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iver. Later, the blocks are merged by applying proposed technique

o combine the water blocks to make one or more river, as shown in

he Fig. 6 , the river 1 is detected after merging the first block and the

lock that is beneath that first block. The merging is quite similar to

onquer technique in which the blocks are combined and results are

onquered to extract the overall river in the images. 
.4. Interpretation 

This is the last and optional unit of the implementation model.

t takes results from Hadoop ecosystem and visualize them for some

ser applications, such as marking rivers on the map or drawing some

raphs, etc. 
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Fig. 5. Image simple segmentation. 
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Fig. 6. Merging block results. 
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5.5. Proposed algorithm for continuous feature extraction as continuous

river 

Based on the pixel value analysis made in Section 4 , the algorithm

is proposed, which takes satellite product as an input and detect river

or any other continuous feature from that product in the form of im-

age. The algorithm uses various parameters. All symbols and param-

eters used in the algorithm are described in Table 3 . However, most

important parameters are mean, variance and Euclidean distance and

important operation is the identification of water sub block using ma-

chine learning techniques i.e., REPTree. Mean and standard deviation

( ̄X B i, j 
_ B i , j and S.D_ B i , j ) of pixel values of block and calculated by Eq.

(1 ) and Eq. (2 ), respectively. Euclidian distance (ED) between two pix-

els position is calculated by Eq. (3 ). 

X̄ B i, j 
= 

∑ 

Pixl values in block B 

No . of pixels 
(1)

S. D Bi, j = 

√ ∑ ( Pixel value i −X̄ Bi, j ) 
2 

No . of pixels 
(2)

ED ( P1 , P2 ) = 

√ 

( P 1 x − P 2 x ) 
2 + ( P 1 y − P 2 y ) 

2 
(3)

where p 1 :pixel1 position = (P 1 x ,P 1 y ) and p 2 : pixel2 position = (P 2 x ,

P 2 y ) 

Moreover, regression tress logic is used by REPTree to create mul-

tiple trees in different iterations. Then its select one of the best three

among all generated tree, which will be a representative to all trees.

The mean square error on the predictions made by the tree is the

key measure that is used to prune the tree. REPTree is a fast decision

tree learner, which builds a decision/regression tree using informa-

tion gain as the splitting criterion and prunes it using Reduced Error

Pruning. It only sorts values for numeric attributes once. We preferred

RepTree due to its better accuracy and efficiency as compare to other

machine learning classifiers. 
The algorithms take the Envisat satellite product, which also in-

ludes satellite image data. At first level its extract the image data

rom MDs and discard all other information. Its stores the MDS ex-

racted values into image matrix. In next phase, the whole image

atrix is divided into equal blocks. All image blocks are individually

rocessed to find the rivers in each block. Later, each block result is

erged and concatenated. Each block is initially tested for the possi-

ility of the river in that block by comparing the pixels variance with

he threshold. If the block has the possibility of the river, then it is

ivided into smaller sub blocks to check whether the each sub block

ontains water of a river. To check the water sub block, the REPTree

achine learning algorithm is sued by supplying four parameters as

escribed in the algorithm1 step 3(iv). Later the water blocks and the

ivers from the neighbor block next to the current block are merged

y checking the Euclidian distance (ED) between rivers of different

locks or the Euclidian difference between the water sub blocks. Fi-

ally, all the results from all blocks are merged based on ED and fi-

al set is accomplished called river set. The algorithm 1 is the pseu-

ocode of the prosed algorithm. 

. Evaluation 

We evaluate our system with respect to the algorithm computa-

ional complexity, accuracy, and the most important, the efficiency

ith respect to average processing time and throughput. 

.1. Complexity of the algorithm 

The complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(mn), calculated in

ig O notation as follows: 

The whole image is divided into m x n number of blocks. Where m

s the number of blocks per row of the image and n number of blocks

er column of the image 

For step 3 (iv), complexity is ( m x n ) / (10 × 10) 

For step 3 (v) the complexity is some number K , where K < m &&

K < n 

Similarly, for step 3 (vi), complexity is L , where L < m && L < n 

For step 4, it is ( m x n ) 

Therefore over all complexity = C = ( mn /100) + K + L + mn =
( mn + 100 mn + 100 K + 10 0L)/10 0 

C = ( mn + 100 mn +100N + 100 M )/100 

for extreme level as L < m && L < n && K < m && K < n 

C = O ( mn ) 

Now, we have understood that the complexity of the proposed al-

orithm is O ( mn ), which is too lesser from the complexity O( m 

2 n 2 ),

hich is the complexity of the continuous feature extraction by nor-

al comparison of the pixel without dividing image into blocks and

ub blocks. 

.2. Accuracy 

The proposed algorithm implementation is based on simple Java

rogramming using iteration mechanism as well as Hadoop (Map Re-

uce). The algorithms are executed on ASAR and MERIS products for

orrectness and processing time measurements. The accuracy is mea-

ured in terms of number of detected rivers. It detects four rivers from

roduct 1, two rivers from Product2, two rivers from Product3, three

ivers from Product4, and two rivers from Product 5. The detection

echanism could be improved depending upon the satellite image

uality and its image taking height. The satellite image of Product1

nd the sample river detected image are shown in Fig. 7. 

.3. Efficiency 

The continuous feature extraction is implemented using simple

ava iteration mechanism and as well as Hadoop divide and merging
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Table 3 

Parameters and symbols used in algorithm1. 

Symbols Description Symbols Description 

MDS Measurement dataset B i,j image Block i,j . Where i represents the row and j represents the column number. 

SP Satellite product: dataset var B i, j 
the variance of pixel values of block B i,j 

Blk_S Block size ∂ Min _ RB _ var threshold define for minimum variation for river block 

X̄ B i, j 
Mean of pixel values of block B i,j Ri v er _ Se t B i, j 

set which contains the river detected within a block B i, j 
X̄ _Sub_ B k , Mean of pixel values of sub block B k ∂ ED _ SB threshold define for Euclidian distance between water blocks to find continuity for river detection 

N_Pix Number of pixcels ∂ NP _ SB threshold defined for the number of pixels in river 

var_Sub_ B k , the variance of pixcel values of sub block B k 

Algorithm 1: Continuous feature extraction in satallite images. 

Input: satellite product (Envisat Captured Product) SP 

Output: set of rivers in product 

Steps: 

//Filtration: filter image related data i.e. processed data in MDS. All other unnecessary data will be discarded. 

1. Filter (MDS dataset from SP) 

// Image segmentation 

2. Divide the image into fixed size block i.e. Blk_S = 100 × 100 MDS process_data values, row by row fashion or column by column. Each block will be denoted by B i,j where i 

represents the row and j represents the column. 

//Processing 

3. FOR EACH 1 block ( B i,j ) DO 

4. Calculate X̄ B i, j 
var B i, j 

5. IF var B i, j 
< ∂ Min _ RB _ v ar THEN // Block does not have any river. 

6. Ri v er _ Se t B i, j 
= �

7. Next ← B i,j // break 

8. END IF 

9. Divide B i,j into 10 × 10 sub blocks Sub_ B k , where k represents the sub block number in B i,j 
10. FOR EACH 2 sub block: Sub_ B k DO 

11. Calculate X̄ _Sub_ B k , var_ Sub_ B k , | ̄X B i, j 
- X _Sub_ B k |, | ̄X B i, j 

- var_ Sub_ B k | 

12. IF REPTree( ̄X _Sub_ B k , var_ Sub_ B k , | ̄X B i, j 
- ̄X _Sub_ B k |, | ̄X B i, j 

- var_ Sub_ B k |) == water THEN 

13. Water_Set = Water_Set + Sub_ B k 
14. END IF 

15. END FOR EACH 2 

16. FOR EACH 3 sub block Sub_Bp && Sub_Bq in Water_Set DO 

17. IF ED (Sub_Bp, Sub_Bq) < ∂ ED _ SB THEN 

18. MERGE Sub_Bp, Sub_Bq 

19. UPDATE Water_Set 

20. END IF 

21. END FOR EACH 3 

22. FOR EACH 4 sub block Sub_Bz in Water_Set DO 

23. IF (N_Pix < ∂ NP _ SB ) THEN 

24. DELETE Sub_Bz from Water_Set 

25. UPDATE Water_Set 

26. END IF 

27. END FOR EACH 4 

28. Ri v er _ Se t B i, j 
= Water_Set 

29. END FOR EACH 1 

30. FOR EACH 5 Ri v er _ Se t B i, j 
DO 

31. FOR EACH 6 element R in Ri v er _ Se t B i, j 
DO 

32. Set_NR = EXTRACT_RIVER ( Ri v er _ Se t B i, j+1 
, Ri v er _ Se t B i +1 , j+1 

, Ri v er _ Se t B i +1 , j 
, Ri v er _ Se t B i +1 , j−i 

) //extracting rivers from all neighbor blocks. 

33. END FOR EACH 6 . 

34. FOR EACH 7 River S in Set_NR and River R in Ri v er _ Se t B i, j 
DO 

35. IF ED(R, S) < ∂ ED _ BR THEN 

36. MERGE R and S 

37. UPDATE Ri v er _ Se t B i, j 

38. END FOR EACH 7 

39. END FOR EACH 5 
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echanism. The river detection mechanism is implemented without

sing blocks division-merging mechanism to highlight the efficiency

ffects while im plementing the system using divide-merge mecha-

ism and Hadoop ecosystem. The implementation of the proposed

lgorithm using Map Reduce divide-and-merging mechanism is more

fficient than simple Java iteration implementation due to its divide

nd conquer nature as shown in Fig. 8 . The bars in the graph show

verage processing time in seconds to process 1MB data from various

SA products. The blue color bars shows the average time consumed

n seconds to process 1MB of ESA products by simple Java iteration,

hile red color bars represents average time taken in seconds to pro-

ess 1MB of ESA products by Map Reduce implementation on sin-

le node Hadoop. Results show that the Map Reduce implementation
akes the only half second average time to process 1MB of image data

or most of the products. We also observed that simple Java itera-

ion takes more time to process ESA products than Map Reduce im-

lementation. Moreover, ASA-APS products take longer time for its

rocess than other products (i.e., for both simple Java iteration imple-

entation and Map Reduce implementation). ASA-WSM products are

rocessed more efficiently than other APS, APM, FRS, and RR mode

roducts. The processing time varies from product to product due to

ariation in image bands, and different image modes depending on

he product type. ASA-APS product size is larger than other product,

o the processing time is exponentially increases due to the multiple

ested iteration mechanism in the Java iteration implementation and

ore division, conquering, and looping in Hadoop implementation. 
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Fig. 7. River detection in product 1. 
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Fig. 8. Processing time taken by the algorithm using various product. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article). 
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Fig. 9. Throughput of the system by increasing number of satellite images. 
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The system throughput is also tested by increasing the number of

images on Hadoop implementation. Initially, for a single or two im-

ages, the throughput is quite less. It is due to the smaller size of the

image as the image cannot divided in to chunks to store on multiple

data nodes. Hadoop MapReduce programming has a lot of switches

between Map and Reduce function. If the size of the image is too

short, then it will consume a lot of time in switching as compare to

the processing time. Therefore overall throughput is less. However,

when we increase the number of images, the throughput tends to in-

crease. For large size datasets, the data is divided into chunks and

each chunk is stored on separate data nodes. Each chunk is being

processed in parallel because of the Hadoop MapReduce program-

ming nature and HDFS. Resultantly the throughput tends to increase,

as shown in Fig. 9 . 
. Conclusion 

In this paper, continuous features extraction mechanism from

atellite images is proposed by taking the river as a continuous fea-

ure. The River detection within satellite images is performed by us-

ng proposed implementation model. The implementation model has

arious units and phases including collection, filtration, segmenta-

ion, computation, processing, merging and interpretation. The al-

orithm proposed is based on segmentation, statistical computation,

achine learning and the Euclidean distance between pixels. The al-

orithm proved its efficiency by theoretical testing in terms of com-

lexity as well as by practical implementation using average process-

ng time and system throughput. The algorithm implementation us-

ng Map Reduce provides better results as compare to simple Java im-
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lementation. Map reduce implementation takes less than 0.5 s aver-

ge processing time to process 1MB data of most of the ESA satellite

roducts. 
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